
LEARNING DESIGN STORYBOARDING

We have multiple Learning design methodologies here at Edinburgh, today we are 
going to be giving you an introduction to the ABC Learning design approach 
developed at UCL, but adapted here in Edinburgh. 
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LEARNING TYPES (FRONT).
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LEARNING TYPES (BACK).
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Learning technology 
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Online 
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Learning technology 
101Dr Jones, Professor 

Smith

Online 
Learning

Read the task instructions, and how to 
contribute to the discussions

Produce a 400 word blog post on 
reflecting on your favourite learning 
technology. 
Describe how it used (100 words) how 
the students react to it (100 words) any 
positive and negative points arising 
from its use (200 words)

Read through all the recently posted 
forum posts, the student comments, and 
the teacher comments, and decide which 
two (or more) you will comment on (with 
a preference for those with fewest 
comments to date).

Comment on at least two other 
presentations. keep your comments to 
no more than 150 words

Create a presentation and share with the 
group. In virtual classroom.



Activity – Create a sequence for 
week 1 of a course on … (20 
mins)
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Think about feedback points or data 
points, that we can react to.

For example, if a user has not commented 
in a discussion board, we could then ….

Feedback to the room.



LEARNING TYPES ACTIVITIES , V- VISIBLE LEARNING 
A - CAN BE ASSESSED (F OR S)
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READ, WATCH, LISTEN
Guided readings (library resources)
OER resources (external)
Podcast (media) V if students do it
Webinars (virtual classroom) V
Video lectures (webcast),
YouTube videos (external)
Field/lab observations (media/blog/wiki) V
Portfolios (MyPortfolio) V

COLLABORATION
Collaborative wiki - what do we know about ...? V/A
Develop a shared resource library 
(database/glossary/wiki) V
Social networking – participate (external) V
Mentor other learners V

DISCUSSION
Interview an expert (forum/chat) V
Webinars (virtual classroom) V
Model answers/examples of previous work (forum)
Analyse chat text (in course or uploaded) V
Job/professional reflections (blog) V/A
Group discussions on the topic, problem, reading 
(chat/blog/wiki) V/A
Social networking – participate (external) V
Reflective tasks – group or individual (forum) V/A
Special interest groups - share on a topic (forum) V
Lead a group project V/A
Q&A forum (forum, where teachers answer student 
questions) V

INVESTIGATE
Web search (forum, wiki) V
OER resources (external)
Literature reviews and critiques (forum/blog/wiki/RSS) 
V
Field/lab observations (media/blog/wiki) V
Action research V
Authentic research / data analysis – write a paper V
Lead a group project V

SIMULATE
Online role play (forum, virtual classroom)
Reflective tasks – group or individual (forum) V/A
Case studies (forum, lesson) V/A
Advanced role play – you are the consultant etc. V

CREATE
Interview an expert (video/forum/chat) V
Develop a shared resource library 
(database/glossary/wiki) V/A
Shows/demonstrates learning (displays, posters, 
presentations) V/A
Case studies (forum, lesson) V/A
Create video of performance (media) V/A
Audio commentary of performance (media) V/A
Make and give a presentation (external) V/A
Video blog (external) V/A
Write a report (external) V/A
Action plan for workplace V/A
Action plan for further study V/A
Authentic research / data analysis – write a paper 
V/A
Prepare professional briefing V/A
Create, make a case (study) V/A
Create podcast (media) V/A
Work assignment (blog/report) V/A
Interview professional colleagues V/A



Jon Jack
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Email: jon.jack@ed.ac.uk
Web:  https://www.ed.ac.uk/is/learning-design
Twitter: @jon8jack
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